
Math 452 Graph Theory Homework #7 Due Wed Oct 29

Do 4 of the following problems.

Other interesting problems: Section 3.3: 6,10,12,15,16,19,20,24,26; Section 4.1: 14,20,22,23,24,26,34.

1. 3.3.7

2. 3.3.22 (Note: You only need to show the hard direction of Hall’s Theorem.)

3. A Tutte set in a graph G is a set S such that o(G − S) > |S|. Let G be a connected graph of

even order. Prove that every vertex of a minimal Tutte set in G has neighbors in at least three

components of G − S. Conclude that every claw-free graph of even order has a 1-factor, where a

claw-free graph is a graph not having K1 ,3 as an induced subgraph.

4. 4.1.15

5. 4.1.25

Feedback on proofs. On class on Wed Oct 22, submit your solutions to two problems on separate

sheets of paper. These solutions will be given to other students to provide feedback, and they will be

returned in class on Fri Oct 24. You may then revise your solutions before submitting the final versions

on Wed Oct 29. Submit the feedback you received with your final versions.

Giving feedback. Each student will be giving feedback on two solutions of other students. You

should be giving feedback on what the student wrote, not how to solve the problem. Be specific in your

feedback—the more detailed you are, the more helpful it is to the receiving student. Here are some

issues to consider when giving feedback.

1. Is it clear what the solution is attempting to prove? Are all parts of the problem being answered,

particularly for problems with “if and only if” statements and equalities?

2. Are correct spelling and grammar used? Are complete English sentences used? Does sentence

structure obscure the ideas presented?

3. Are standard notation and terminology used correctly? Are all variables and nonstandard terms

introduced and defined within the proof?

4. Is it clear when known theorems (from class and the book) are used? Are the statements applied

correctly (ie, applied only when the hypotheses are satisfied)?

5. Does the proof logically flow from the beginning to the end? Are there any gaps in the logic? Are

proof techniques (such as induction or the contrapositive) correctly used?

6. Is the proof complete? Are all cases covered?


